Q14: Identification, signposting and preservation of significant sites of historical
importance reflecting significant aspects of Kuaotunu’s Maori and European heritage

Agree, especially in making the public aware of areas that are Tapu. Good to have signs erected for
the benefit visitors and locals..
As long as what they say is the real history and not someones sanitised version. Maori history has
been disregarded and wrongly reported. Pakeha versions of what should be recorded is not good
enough. I support a local Historical display. Maybe we need a new hall and the hall turned into a
museum. Kuaotunu has such a rich history but it is not widely known. It is something we should be
proud of and it should be recognised as having started before European settlement.
Nice but not essential; a comparatively cheap thing to do that pleases tourists
Let's live in the present and take care of the future.
There are already some existing signs of this nature?
We all gain from an understanding and knowledge of our past.
BUT too many signs can become visual pollution. Any IDing should be low key. Such sites can be
more fully explored re info online.
Love to know and pass on to visitors the history of this unique and beautiful place.
Don't want too many signs!
Yes - but we don't need an increase in tourist traffic because of history and we don't need people
traipsing over private land - which most of it is. The history is important and the preservation is
also important - but signposting will create all kinds of problems.
We are doing it with e TUTU on our other property. In close coop with Ngati Hei
It has fantastic history.
is this for locals or for tourists, makes a place look like it has no current soul and is ripe for plunder,
take and forget
it is very important to me that we preserve historical sites of Maori and European heritage, but i
don't see the importance of putting more signs up. new Zealanders love signs.......something i have
noticed over the last 20 years :-).
Cemetery could do with a working bee and some signs to identify grave sites
Absolutely. Enhance our culture and our connection to our history.
Especially regarding information about tapu areas and how to respect them.
Great idea most people living or visiting like to Learn historic information of past years .
Reinforces the custodial responsibility we have for the land and water - we inherit from others
who have been before and others will inherit from us what we pass on, in the state that it is left.
Not too many signs though
If it supports to story of distraction of our forests and land through Mining id rather the story
about how no Mining was upheld an the planting of trees be acknowledged
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